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Planning a new bedroom is more than choosing your favourite style, you need to
consider the look you are aiming to achieve, equally as important, you need to be sure
you are creating the amount of storage space you will need for your clothes.
When you choose and plan your furniture with Robes ‘n’ Rails you can be confident
your furniture will be planned, designed, manufactured and fitted, whatever the shape
of your room, with your total satisfaction very much in mind. Our designers have up to
30 years experience in the bedroom market. Our cabinet makers hand build our
furniture with materials created using state of the art computerised machinery to
ensure accuracy and quality. Our fitters are fully qualified, usually having served their
apprenticeships within the company’s own apprenticeship scheme, to guarantee that
your furniture is fitted to the same exacting standards as you can see in our showrooms.
Please browse through this brochure and discover some exciting new designs along
with a wealth of styles and finishes.We can create a complete fitted bedroom, made to
measure especially for you, using a combination of sliding wardrobes and cabinet
furniture, or a complete fitted bedroom with all cabinet furniture, or just fitted
wardrobes, or just lowline furniture - you choose. Notice the subtle use of low voltage
lighting and the wide choice of designer handles.
If you would like to see and feel the quality of our furniture, please accept my personal
invitation to call into one of our showrooms where our staff will be pleased to help
you.Alternatively, telephone for a designer to call out to see you at home to help you
define your dream bedroom.

Defining Your Space

Richard Taylor - Founder and Managing Director
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Surrey
Stepped dressing table

A stunning range
2

Curved strap handle

Adjustable shoe racks
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Richmond

Understated,

Landscape wall mirror

All around hanging rail

Jewellery tray
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Roma

Beautifully finished
Easy-slide wardrobes

Touch sensitive dimmer switch

Dormer bedroom with sloping ceiling

Floating vanity unit
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Exclusive part-glazed sliding doors

Stepped taper handle
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Rio

Fine finishing
Internal storage options

Soft blue glass to complement the decor

Elegant detailing

Clever use of space

Split-level dressing table for extra storage
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Shaker

Small bedside unit with black glass

Easy-glide drawers

Vanity unit

Warmth & harmony
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Open-ended display shelves

Sorrento

Shaker
T-bar handles available in 10 sizes

Convenience

Special fold away bed hinges

* Fold-away beds available in all sizes

Dressing table end unit

Frosted glass doors

Elegant detailing

Satin finish bow handle

* Fold-away beds can be fitted in any style of furniture
12
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Sliding doors

Part-glazed sliding doors in many combinations

Frosted glass in many patterns

Clear mirror with brilliant cut pattern

Soft blue glass and swiss pear wood

Easy gliding doors
14
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Black glass and beech sliding doors

Gliderobe

Easy gliding doors
16
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Ashby
Convenient style
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Offices

Efficient
19

Kensington style office/living room/any room incorporating fold-away bed

Harvard style office

Complete Workstation
Organised storage space, workspace & IT space magically hidden behind doors which instantly reveal all.
Available in Beech, Maple, Light Oak, Swiss Pear, Light Walnut and Natural Calvados.
Our flexible workstations are designed to build up into a unit to fit the space and purpose you need.
Whether it’s an alcove at the side of a chimney breast, a short wall in your bedroom, dining room or lounge, in your hall,
under the stairs, or on the landing; or maybe you need a complete office, study or workroom designing and installing,
there will be a made to measure Workstation Wizard for you.

Module A

Module B

Module C

This module is complete with four
drawers and four shelves.The
shelves are fully adjustable to
accommodate any size of files.
This module starts at 500mm & is
designed to house:

This module is complete with two
foolscap sized suspension files
drawers and four shelves.

Disc storage

This is the basic module which
starts at about 1 metre wide and
designed to house:
Clever desk tidy

Tower unit
Monitor
Keyboard on pull out tray
Pull out desktop
Printer on pull out tray
Scanner on pull out tray
Box files
Lever arch files
Stationery
CDs and DVDs
Built in LED lighting system
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Box files
Lever arch files
Standard ring binders
Ledgers
Reference books
Records

The shelves are fully adjustable to
accommodate any size of files.
This module starts at 500mm wide.
Alternatively, the suspension filing
drawers can be changed to a single
suspension file drawer and two
standard drawers with storage for all
of your files and books etc.

